BIOCHEMISTRY/MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

First Jobs and Graduate School data is gathered one year after graduation; this list represents multiple years of data.

Career consulting is available at Career Services, Room 210 Shouvlin, Phone (937) 327-7521.

For additional types of positions and types of employers go to:
http://www5.wittenberg.edu/administration/careers/exploremajor.html

First Jobs:
ANESTHESIA TECHNICIAN
Ohio Health
CHEMIST
Advanced Testing Laboratory
CLINICAL RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Nationwide Children’s Hospital
CORPS MEMBER
AmeriCorps Vista
Lutheran Volunteer Corps-Trinity Lutheran Church
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE SUPERVISOR
dELiA’s
ENVIRONMENTAL AND CONSERVATION EDUCATION
Wilton Wildlife Preserve and Park
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Grant Hospital
QUALITY ASSURANCE CHEMIST
Nestle USA
RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital

Graduate School Programs:
FORENSIC SCIENCE
Virginia Commonwealth University
GENETICS
University Wisconsin - Madison
LIFE SCIENCE-OTHER
University Cincinnati-Graduate Program
MARINE SCIENCE
North Carolina State University
MD-OTHER
Nova College
University of Texas Medical Branch
MOLECULAR AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
University of Cincinnati
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
Ohio University Athens

Internships Done for Credit While at Wittenberg:
CLEVELAND CLINIC LAB MEDICINE
Cleveland, OH
WITT IN WITT--GERMAN BIOGAS RESEARCH CENTER
Wittenberg, Germany